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The United States and the European Union have launched a joint appeal According to the statement published on April 18, European Council President Charles Michel is to soon propose an
council of the european union
The Council of the European Union is one of the most important EU decision-makers. Government ministers from the 27 EU member states participate in the Council meetings to negotiate and make

united states, european union urge georgian lawmakers to end crisis
European Union leaders will hold a face-to-face summit but a spokesman for European Council president Charles Michel said next month’s summit would be in person. Officials have expressed

after brexit: outcomes on cooperation in the council of the european union
To see why the EU struggles to solve any major problem, look no further than a year-long conference to be launched this week.

european union calls may 25 summit on virus, climate and russia
The European Union appointed a new special envoy to the Middle East Thursday, replacing outgoing envoy Susanna Terstal. The EU’s European Council announced Thursday that it has tapped Sven

the european union is all process, no substance
The NATO Secretary General will give a doorstep statement upon arrival at the European Council – Europa Building More information as well as the agenda of the event can be found here. General queries

european union appoints new envoy for mideast peace process
The European Union and Georgia held the 6 th meeting of the Association council on 16 March 2021. The Association council took note of the 2021 Association Implementation Report on Georgia and

nato secretary general to participate in the council of the european union (foreign affairs/defence)
In August 2020, we wrote a blog post about the adoption by the European Commission (“Commission”) of a White Paper on Foreign Subsidies. On 5 May 2021, the Commission adopted a&n

joint press release following the 6th association council meeting between the european union and georgia
It was the snub seen around the world — and now it may have serious consequences. After the president of the European Council left his female colleague without a seat during a meeting with the

the european commission adopts a proposal for a regulation on foreign subsidies distorting the internal market
European leaders ramped up their criticism of the United States' support for a proposal to waive certain patent protections for coronavirus vaccines, with European Council President Charles Michel

"sofagate": thousands sign petition for head of european council to resign after he took chair from female colleague in viral video
His Excellency Essa Kazim, Governor of Dubai International Financial Centre (DIFC), today welcomed Ann-Sophie Kisling, Chair of the Middle East/Gulf Working Group of the European Union Council

european union says vaccine patents waiver is no "magic bullet"
City Hall of Porto was lit up last night, May 7, in the Indian tricolour to mark the "historic and first-ever" India-EU+27 all leaders' meet

dubai international financial centre welcomes delegation from european union council
Let me start by saying that Russian has been calling for a more robust and direct involvement […]

as pm modi is set to attend european council meet, city hall of porto lit up in tricolour
To overcome what many perceived as a bottleneck in the transition from knowledge to innovation, the medical research community in the United States developed an action plan to bring advances in

russia’s take on the israeli-palestinian conflict
The Council has adopted new rules, in agreement with the European Parliament and the Commission, to ensure transparent and ethical interest representation.

the translational lag narrative in policy discourse in the united states and the european union: a comparative study
The EU is also the leading foreign investor in India and its share in foreign investment inflows has more than doubled in the last decade.

transparency register: council adopts new rules making registration of interest representatives mandatory
Germany's largest and most powerful union, IG Metall, has set its sights on setting up a works council at Tesla's new European factory, its head Joerg Hofmann said. Tesla plans to build up to 500,000

india launches connectivity partnership with the european union
English News and Press Release on Mali and 8 other countries about Peacekeeping and Peacebuilding and Protection and Human Rights; published on 13 May 2021 by IPI

union sets sights on works council at tesla's german factory
The pandemic has shown how vulnerable international institutions are. Europe will never be whole, strong and secure until the entire Balkans are included in major European trends.

can the un security council enhance the effectiveness of the g5 sahel force?
The new members of the council of philatelists are Ann Dunkin, Scott Guthrie, Yamil H. Kouri Jr. and Edmund Truell.

only the u.s. can guarantee the survival of the european union
Corbyn came to lead the Labour Party in 2015 with the declared aim of preventing Labour’s “Pasokification”—a reference to the implosion of PASOK and other social-democratic parties throughout Europe.

npm appoints four to council of philatelists
The European Commission has announced the route of the Connected Europe Express as part of the European Year of Rail.

jeremy corbyn and the collapse of britain’s labour party
How can the EU be expected to articulate a shared vision, shaped by the voices of its people, if it can barely even introduce a platform for discussion?

connecting europe express to visit 26 countries as part of the european year of rail
Discoverestevan.com is only source for community news and information such as weather and classifieds for Estevan, Saskatchewan.

the eu is still flying blind
Highlighting that European Union (EU) is exporting vaccines to countries in an expression of solidarity, European Council President Charles Michel on Saturday c

flax council of canada looking to develop new opportunities
The Council approved conclusions reaffirming the especially the African Union, ECOWAS and the G5 Sahel. The main geographical scope of the EU strategy is the five G5 Sahel countries: Burkina

european council calls on partners to enable supply chains
Albanian Prime Minister Edi Rama has urged the European Union to approve the start of EU accession talks with his country, claiming that his government has done all the necessary work to deserve it.

council conclusions on the european union’s integrated strategy in the sahel
The Sustainability Council called for an even stronger discussion on Volkswagen Group’s corporate purpose to provide CO2 neutral mobility for all, together with a clearly defined end date for internal

rama blames albania’s lack of progress in the eu path on europe’s ‘short-sightedness’
The Council of the European Union on Monday approved conclusions on a European Union strategy for cooperation in the Indo-Pacific to “reinforce its strategic focus, presence and actions” in

volkswagen board meeting with sustainability council discusses the end of the internal combustion engine
How can the EU achieve its goals on digital sovereignty against the backdrop of increasing geopolitical competition? Our panel will delve into data protection, risks emanating from dependence on

european council approves conclusions on eu’s indo-pacific strategy
Portugal’s foreign minister, Augusto Santos Silva, said on Thursday that the Portuguese presidency of the Council of the European Union “will do everything” so that the green digital

digital sovereignty of the european union in the international arena
The European Union on Wednesday agreed to a tentative In a statement announcing the deal, the European Council said it had reached a provisional agreement to set into law its objective of

european commission looks forward to clinching travel pass with eu parliament
The European Union has launched a multilingual platform the European Parliament and the European Council. While the conference will be officially inaugurated on Europe Day (May 9), the

climate neutral by 2050: european union reaches tentative climate deal ahead of biden summit
European Union leaders, their British counterparts said the accord's “faithful implementation is essential" while EU Council chief Charles Michel welcomed the beginning of a “new era."

eu launches digital platform to let citizens debate the bloc's future
Tehran, Iran – In a strongly worded letter to the Council of the European Union, Iran formally protested against the blacklisting of several individuals and entities and what it says are

european union lawmakers approve post-brexit trade treaty
As part of the agreement, India and the EU will move towards finding solutions to long-standing market access issues and launch negotiations on a stand-alone investment protection agreement.

iran slams eu sanctions, calls out human rights violations
The news that a Maltese author has been disqualified from taking part in this year's European Union Prize for Literature because his book was published by a media house with a political affiliation

india, european union to resume fta negotiations after 8 years
The future survival of Europe’s cultural heritage and the success of the European Union’s Green Deal are coordinator of the International Council on Monuments and Sites' Climate Change

tmid editorial: the european union prize for literature - a not so easy to tackle issue
The signature, provisional application, and conclusion of the Agreement will require the approval by the Council of the European Union, based on proposals from the European Commission. These

only connect: icomos and europa nostra join up to influence european union’s one trillion euro green deal
In the Council of the European Union, member states mostly cooperate with other countries in their geographical proximity. However, once it became clear that the United Kingdom was going to leave

africa: new partnership agreement between the eu and the oacps countries
The European Council on Thursday added Israel to the list of countries for which EU members are recommended to gradually begin lifting coronavirus-related travel restrictions.

after brexit: somewhat changed cooperation in the council of the european union
The European Union on Monday unveiled a strategy to reinforce at a time of rising challenges and tensions in the region,” the European Council, which sets the EU’s policy agenda, said

european council recommends relaxing covid travel restrictions for israeli tourists
The U.S. will send vaccine supplies and experts to India, Europe may welcome fully vaccinated Americans in the summer. Latest COVID-19 updates.

‘long-term focus’: european union unveils strategy for cooperation in indo-pacific
Yes, it seems that European Council President Charles Michel has been brought in as a special adviser on the funeral of Prince Philip, which is why the queen will have to sit on her own during the

us could send millions of vaccines to india; european union to accept fully vaccinated americans in the summer: live covid-19 updates.
The European Council, which represents the leaders of the E.U. nations, offered its own explanation. Dominique-Georges Marro, the council’s head of protocol, said in a statement that officials

life’s a bitche as the european union seeks to bounce back from sofagate
(Gleb Garanich/Reuters) The most recent crisis in Ukraine has invited closer scrutiny of the European Union’s approach to its Eastern neighbors. The Eastern Partnership (EaP) is the European

chair incident was sign of enduring sexism, e.u. leader says
It targets the European Union directly, not only the individuals concerned," a joint statement from the heads of the European Council, Commission and Parliament said, adding "the EU reserves the

the european union’s eastern partnership
European government responses to the COVID-19 pandemic have restricted the ability of journalists to report freely, a report published Wednesday by the Council of Europe’s and a Civil Liberties
attacks on press freedom worsened by pandemic, council of europe report finds
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